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People have been asking one another all week, "what do you think so far?" and "what will you take back 
with you?" 
  
Since receiving the invitation to attend the RELAN Lasallian Women's Symposium I've been thinking a lot. 
Thinking about the blessing it is to be invited and the blessing it would be to gather. Upon arriving at St. 
Joseph's Camp on the Russian River, I've been thinking some more. Thinking about how beautiful this 
setting is and how much energy is filling in the space around these 38 of us. As passers-by drive past the 
unmarked entrance of the retreat center and kayak around the bend of the river below the open-air porch 
of the lodge, we're sharing a historic moment. Five De La Salle Christian Brothers and 33 women 
representing all five Districts of RELAN are contemplating the life of St. John Baptist de La Salle, musing 
over the history of women in the mission, celebrating the collaboration between Brothers and all lay 
Partners, imagining what could lay ahead for the Institute.  
  
Being part of this inspirational gathering is giving me a lot to consider of how to answer that question: 
what will I take back with me? 
  
St. La Salle's words, "She is the one in whom Jesus lived" and she had "a heart so filled with God's love" 
brought Mary into our focus, reminding us of her important role as the Mother of God. His words also 
brought our attention to the esteem De La Salle himself held her in. – I'm taking this with me.  
  
Brother Gerard turned our eyes to a series of De La Salle's letters to women. Among his advice, 
"Sometimes it seems that our Lord is asleep, but then he awakens and sets us on our way. We must not 
go faster or at a different pace from what he wants of us, and we must rest when he wishes it." – I'm 
taking this with me. 
  
As a group we tried to verbalize the impact the Brothers have had on us. We came up with things like 
learning the importance of checking on students who are on the margin, the Brothers' humility and 
willingness to be familiar and comfortable with people they serve, a commitment to a way of life lived in 
community and mutual support. Just to name a few. – I'm taking this with me.  
  
We wrestled with and celebrated ideas and questions around the prophetic voice and nature of our 
mission, the master narrative, the historical presence of women in the Lasallian story. – I'm taking this 
with me. 
  
We spoke of our passions…taking the time to listen to one another. Deeply passionate voices spoke of 
many important issues including, body image; space in the church for a young woman to find her identity; 
the need to mentor, walk with and support each other; the apparent and hidden biases in our society that 
impact girls and women and how to identify and respond to these biases; bullying; how we foster healthy 
relationships between boys and girls; helping women live, be successful and have their voices heard in a 
male dominated society and field; and teaching women and girls to be strong, passionate and 
compassionate leaders. – I'm taking this with me.  
  
I heard women and Brothers speaking of research through a new lens, ideas they'd like to pursue, articles 
that haven't been written. We're challenging one another to commit to the research, further the ideas and 
write the articles. – I'm taking this with me.  
  
A call to be more open to one another, mentor younger women, celebrate each other's new jobs, careers, 
appointments. – I'm taking this with me.  
  
I witnessed Elizabeth and Bro. Ed's laughter, Mary and Heather's moistened eyes, Brianna and Michele's 
perspectives, Bro. Álvaro and Sally's presence, Nathalie and Elissa's care for their children, Maryann and 
Jennifer's wisdom and the commitment that we each have for this charism. – I'm taking all of this (and the 
rest) with me… and I'm going to find ways to share it. 


